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The results of the flash survey I conducted at the end of the rehearsed reading of
TRAILER/trash on 15th May and so here are the numerical findings.
45 surveys were completed from an audience of 70. I asked the audience to
complete the questions as honestly as possible ignoring the fact that they may have
known me personally or members of the cast and crew. At least 50% of the audience
were not known to me personally. I don’t take these results as definitive or scientific
but perhaps as generously indicative of what an audience thought of the work as
presented in this development stage.
RESULTS:
• 83% - the overall approval rate of the event and evening.
• 83% thought the narrative/storyline in TRAILER/trash was clear.
• 77% thought that TRAILER/trash had a message and that it was clear.
• 78% thought TRAILER/trash helped raise their awareness of, or made them think
more about, transgender issues (but note, I worded this question badly as there were
a number of audience members who already had clear experience with LGBT issues
and so this has skewed the response rate).
• 79% thought that more specifically that TRAILER/trash helped raise their
awareness of Female to Male Transitioning issues (again, see my note above).
• 85% felt that the character of FRANKIE made them feel more sympathetic towards
females who identity with the male.
• 85% felt that the way FRANKIE described his experiences and what he went
through in the play as a female wishing to transition to the male seemed authentic.
• 80% felt that FRANKIE’s experience was not just limited to living in the USA, more
specifically, Texas and The South.
• 85% thought that FRANKIE’s experiences could just as easily translate to living in
the UK.

• 80% thought that the character of SHYANNE was not a stereotypical portrayal of a
stripper (compared to other fictional stripper characters they may have seen onstage/TV/film etc)
• 81% felt that SHYANNE’S racial identity added a level of complexity to her role as a
stripper.
• 63% felt that the age difference between SHYANNE and FRANKIE created a more
interesting stage dynamic than if they were of similar ages
• 72% thought they play sounded authentically Texan – note, many respondents
didn’t know how to evaluate this and remained neutral
• 80% however thought that the way SHYANNE was written she sounded like an
authentic Afro-American woman from Texas.
• 78% were happy to attend a performance of a script still in development
• 76% felt that they could completely engage with a script-in-hand/rehearsed reading
with the limited use of props/set/sound effects etc.
• 94% said that the limited use of props/set/sound effects etc was not a barrier to
them enjoying the performance.
• 93% said that they would attend more script-in-hand/rehearsed readings by any
playwright in the future based on their experience of TRAILER/trash (any play by any
playwright).
• 91% said they would be happy to attend more script-in-hand rehearsed readings of
plays written by Mike Elliston
• 91% found the whole event enjoyable.
(more feedback below)

Audience Feedback (from emails/Facebook)
“Loved it & would definitely highly recommend the play. Powerful complex &
important trans-gender theme, beautifully cast & read. Clear, poetic generous
writing; an absolute gift to the actors.”

• “Amazing writing & performance of Trailer Trash made me forget it was a play
reading and had me immersed in a world”

• “Thank you for yesterday’s reading of Trailer/Trash. Moving, funny, in love with
these characters :)”

• “I'm still thinking about TRAILER/trash 2 days on. You had me laughing and crying.
Sometimes at the same time.”

• “What a great evening and a great piece of work! And your cast - so real they
brought the characters alive.”

• “Still mulling it all over myself. Can't believe how real it seemed / the girls were just
amazing. Great night all round congrats!”

• “Intriguing, trenchant, impressive and just rather lovely reading tonight by the
deceptively British Mike Elliston.”

• ”That moment when you look away from the stage to give people some privacy”
• “Amazing, moving, almost hypnotic experience at Trailer/Trash rehearsed reading
last night. Huge congrats to writer Mike Elliston, director Dominic Kelly, producer
Monica Del Vecchio & their wonderful cast.”

• “I was completely blown away by it all - I seriously haven’t seen anything that has
affected me as much for a long time. You can’t please everybody - people relate by
their own experiences but the fact is that it was new, fresh and a stunning journey.”

